If you are:       With a GPA:                Interested in funding for:           You should consider applying for:

4th Year

GPA 3.7+
Graduate Study
Science/Math
International / Language
Public Service

GPA 3.2+
Science/Math
Humanities
Adventure

3rd Year

GPA 3.7+
Science/Math
Public Service

GPA 3.2+
Public Service or Environment

2nd Year

GPA 3.7+
Language/International

GPA 3.2+
Public Service or Environment

1st Year

GPA 3.7+
Language/International

GPA 3.7+
Any GPA
International, Public Service

Any Year

Any GPA

Rhodes, Marshall, Mitchell, Gates-Cambridge, Soros
Churchill
Fulbright, DAAD
Carnegie Endowment for Intl. Peace, Karel
NSF Graduate Research Fellowship
Jack Kent Cooke Graduate Arts Award
Watson
Beinecke, Rotary Global Grant
Goldwater Scholarship, Churchill
Rotary Global Grant, Truman Scholarship (3.6+)
Karel, Udall (3.0+)
Goldwater Scholarship
Fulbright Summer Institute (3.5+)
Phillips Scholarship, Udall (3.0+)
Fulbright Summer Institute (3.5+)
Davis Projects for Peace
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